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In the last 20 years, a large number of GMTs have been
generated, characterized and field tested to evaluate
their agronomic behaviour and their potential performance for technological applications.
Therefore, important knowledge has been gained from
these studies on the potential of GMTs whereas biosafety concerns have been raised on the plantation of
transgenic trees in the field. The European Cooperation
in Science and Technology (COST) action FP0905 on
the biosafety of forest transgenic trees aims to help
forthe building and implementation of EU policy directives to ensure a safe development and practical use of
GMTs in the future. This Action is expected to generate
important benefits thanks to the experience gained by
the research community, to provide general information
on these studies as well as to address public concerns
about biosafety issues raised by transgenic tree plantations, and finally to help for the establishment and
implementation of EU policy directives in the view of a
future deployment of GMTs cultivation in Europe.
Within this action, the objective of the working group 1
(WG1) is to gather the existing knowledge on genetically modified forest trees (GMTs) including both field
trials and greenhouse experiments. More specifically, the
action of WG1 is focused on the compilation of:
- Data from literature and methods developed on gene
flow and containment strategies
- Data available on the traits targeted and the function
of the gene introduced, on their intended and eventually
unintended effects
- Data on host species characteristics especially related
to biosafety issues such as their biological cycle, their
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way of pollination and the characteristics of pollen and
seed dispersal.
This information will be collected from published
papers in books and reviews as well as from reports
from different agencies available on the web. Moreover,
additional data will hopefully be gained through the
responses of expert scientists from public or private
institutions to an ongoing survey accessible at the website of the COST Action FP0905: [http://www.costaction-fp0905.eu/index.php?option=com_kunena&Itemid=74&func=view&catid=4&id=11]
The information collected will be used to:
- 1) establish a list of protocols for the control of
transgene flow and gene containment.
- 2) establish the present state of the art in gene targeting strategies for site specific integration of
transgenes.
- 3) get an appraisal on the types of construct and
genes inserted in GMTs in the past; in the present and
in the future.
This information will be compiled in a database that
will be made available to the scientific community as
well as to the European policy makers.
The results of this work will enable the participants
and end-users to get a clear factual overview of the global status of GMTs and especially the status of Europe
compared to non-European countries. Furthermore, the
information gathered will also be useful for assessment
of environmental impacts of GMTs that is the object
addressed in the WG2 of the COST Action FP0905.
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